2019-2022
Where will your
safe haven be?

THIS NEW BOOK TELLS ALL!

READ THIS IF YOU DARE! AFTER YOU DO, NOTHING WILL EVER BE THE SAME.
These shocking events will unfold in politics, medicine, health, the environment – even there, in your own home town!
Anthony’s amazing (fulfilled!) predictions have been well documented in nearly every major newspaper, TV and radio station around
the world! Therefore there is no reason to believe that the predictions inside this incredible book will not also come to pass!
Anthony Carr’s incredibly on the mark Predictions have been verified, witnessed, and proven accurate
again and again. Itis visions of 2019-2022 are absolutely riviting!
This modern day Nostradamus reveals STARTLING! FRIGHTENING! VISIONS – visions of a new
world fraught with DANGER, but also HOPE!... He predicts: “Up will be down – down will be up!”

”The more bizarre Anthony’s predictions, the more accurately they are fulfilled!”
[Anwar Knight, host – Energy Radio 108, Breakfast Show]

Anthony continues: “...This Earth will not be familiar as it is today!”
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”His track record for predicting major events is well documented and truly astounding!”
[Mark Bonokowski, Editor, Ottawa Sun]
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He also predicts: “...The great exodus to the cold places made tropical brings forth entire nations!
– politically, geographically, demographically.
Ye gads! – what eternal changes there shall be!...
such as have not been seen since the beginning of the world!”
Nearly every world figure – including both the
This is Anthony Carr – “the seer without peer!”
crowned heads of Hollywood and Europe – has
[B.J. Del Conte, former bureau chief, UPI, United Press International]
consulted him during his long and distinguished
career as a psychic and palmist extending back well
“...Strange beings will inhabit the earth!
over 50 years!
Some to stay, some to go, some to return....”

“The accuracy of his predictions actually frightens me!”
[Sylvester Stallone, Hollywood Star]
“...A new world order shall prevail....”

THIS INCREDIBLE BOOK REVEALS TO YOU...
• New pathways to safety!
• New, arable lands!
• New natural resources – and much, much more!
WARNING!
Not for the faint of heart.
Not for the
“bury-your-head in the sand” types. Not for those who think
everything will continue as is. These are the revelations from a
“modern-day Nostradamus,” long awaited by members of
government,
—
“The time is nigh when I must die; and so my friend, it’s soon goodbye. But ‘ere I
go, please don’t forget, this evil world must meet its end!
Ta-ta, farewell, so-long and salute, till Messiah descends from the stars to you!
No peace shall there be till the Master begins, to winnow these herds then start
over ag'in. Let the culling take place, let the sheep herders gather, for only They
know for sure what's the matter! And then, maybe then, will you all stand up tall,
when the sins of this world are purged once and all!”
“...And all the inhabitants of the Earth shall witness many catastrophes, each one more
devastating than the last, which will cause sea-beds and continents to interchange,
submerging kingdoms and creating the new! One, catastrophic single day shall hurl
to ruin the massive form and fabric of this world, which shall than fall headlong into
the void! The whole firmament shall crash down on to divine Earth....Then shall flow
a ceaseless cataract of raging fire that shall burn land and sea. The firmament
of heaven and the stars — and creation itself! — shall meld into one molten mass!
Then no more shall there be twinkling orbs; no night, no day, no dawn, no spring,
no summer, no winter, no autumn. One, single day shall see the burial of all mankind... save few. All that the long forbearance of Fortune has
wrought, all that has been raised to eminence, all that is famous and beautiful — great thrones, great nations — all shall descend into the
abyss; everything overthrown in just one Cosmic hour! The vengeance of the Lord’s flame will burst asunder the very framework of the crust
of the Earth, until this world is no more than a burnt out cinder — hurtling through space!
... And yet, for some — hope!... Hope and safety!...”

Please don’t hesitate! Order now!!

[Anthony Carr]

“Anthony Carr’s prophecies never cease to amaze me!”
[Lady Iris Mountbatten, Queen Elizabeth’s cousin]

“You seem to know the innermost secrets of my heart....”
[Queen Julianna, of the Netherlands]

“...He is without question number one in his field!”
[Leon Wagener, News Editor, Star Magazine]

The World’s Most Documented Psychic!
info@anthonycarrpsychic.com
w w w. a n t h o nyc a r r p s yc h i c . c o m

“I have known Anthony Carr for over 35 years and he has never ceased to amaze me
with his ability to predict the future! I can state unequivocally that he is the most
accurate psychic that I have ever interviewed!”
www.youtube.com/user/psychicsaxplayer
[Joe Mullins, Managing Editor, GLOBE]
A PORTION OF BOOK SALES GOES TO VARIETY VILLAGE -- “The Children’s Charity”

SOME OF ANTHONY CARR’S 101 PREDICTIONS FOR 2019 – AND BEYOND!
“It’s amazing just how many of Anthony’s predictions have come true over the years!”
– Justin Da Silva (avid reader & editor of Anthony’s predictions)

(Palm print of Lady Iris Mountbatten taken during reading with Anthony Carr.)

PRINCE ANDREW’s sudden rise to the world stage helps organize the British Royal Family.
“Randy Andy” was his affectionate soubriquet when he attended Lakeview College in
Peterborough, Ontario, just outside Toronto. He and his “wild bunch” once walked into the bar
where I was playing with my band, The Boyd Gang, and a good time was had by all! That Regal
Royal Rascal could be the next de facto British Monarch, if not the de jure one.
*Editor’s note:
Anthony's complete appellation is “Sir Anthony Lonsdale-Carr,” by virtue of the de facto
courtesy title bestowed upon him — personally — by Her Most Serene Highness, the late, Lady
Iris Mountbatten, in Toronto, 1981. Born at Kensington Palace, she was the greatgranddaughter of Queen Victoria; 1st and 2nd Cousin, respectively, to King George VI of
England and Great Britain and His Daughter, Queen Elizabeth II; and of course cousin to the
late, Lord Louis Mountbatten, WWII Supreme Allied Commander of South East Asia and the last
Viceroy of India.... For obvious reasons, Anthony rarely uses the title....

As I predicted in 2016, “President-elect
DONALD TRUMP is going to march us down the
path to hell – and straight into World War III!!
Within two years he’ll leave office, either
vertically or horizontally, and the Presidency
will never be the same again, having left it in
shambles….”
***
TRUMP, the gutless HITLER!
That is to say, he is as insane and cruel as Hitler
was, but at least Hitler had enough guts to
fight for his country in WWI and then off
himself with cyanide and a bullet to the brain
when he knew he was through, at close of
WWII. Trump has all the Hitler ingredients but
lacks the intestinal fortitude, buying himself
out of the Vietnam conflict – 5 times, no less!

What's wrong, Mr. President – still having
trouble wrapping your Bugs Bunny teeth
around the F-word? “...Fu-fu-fu....” — Aw,
fuhgeddaboudit!

***
As I said last year: “End of TRUMP’s reign by year deux. Then, no more Presidential Office (as
we now know it) …And if I’m wrong, I’ll be the first to apologize publicly.”
***
DONALD TRUMP invests millions in a fertilizer plant that uses cow dung as its main ingredient.
This will make him the first entremanure. (Hyuk-yuk!)
***
America’s economy grows by leaps and bounds in spite of TRUMP, while the Yankee Dollar
remains, uh… well, as sound as a dollar!
***
I have sent three pairs of baby booties to Royal Lovers, PRINCE HARRY and MEGHAN MARKLE,
congratulating them in advance: twin boys, then a girl; or vice-versa; I am, after-all, dyslectic.
***

Canadian Prime Minister JUSTIN TRUDEAU proves to be Canada’s answer to pre-WWII British
Prime Minister NEVILLE CHAMBERLAIN (Remember?... “Peace in our time”?) This P.M. will be
replaced by a more militant one.
***
Explosions above and around Toronto’s CN Tower!
***
The Toronto Maple Leafs once again build hope enter the Stanley Cup finals. But as usual, they
lose their stride then choke. (I really hope I’m wrong, because this psychic would love to see
Toronto win the cup one more time before he “sheds this mortal coil.”)
***
On the other hand, the Toronto Raptors will devour all challengers like a tyrannosaurus rex –
and win the championship in 2019!
***
A mid-air crash between two commercial planes over a North American airport – 600 lost!
***
WALT DISNEY won’t stop ‘til they buy all the remaining movie studios! The one that started life
as a duck (Donald) and a mouse (Mickey) has just recently added a fox to its collection. The
next studio they take over already owns a bunny and a pig (Bugs and Porky), as its mascots. Of
course I’m talking about WARNER BROS. “Eeeeh… Th-th-that's all, folks!”
***
When crypto-currency Bitcoin falls hard by the Fall, then people realize it’s a big-CON!
***
HILLARY CLINTON isn’t through yet! She’ll make an astounding comeback that leaves a legacy
even greater than the Office of the U.S. Presidency may have provided!
***

If the next Pope’s name is Peter – then duck! Because Armageddon is just around the corner!
***
After new attacks on America, many citizens flock to Canada; its properties priceless!
***
Every woman and her sister is jumping on the sexual harassment bandwagon! But mostly they
are small “c” celebrities who want to be near-Great, if not Great celebrities. I believe ten
percent have legitimate cause, but the majority simply crave centre stage! In my long, long
career as a psychic reader (50 years-plus), I have known many women who would do – and
have done! – anything to be in the limelight. Why do they do it – and keep on going back for
more? Many have told me it’s the job and the money. Well, bless their heart, but if they had
any character at all they would have turned down the job in the first place – period. That said,
I’m no angel myself…. In my younger days I did many things in order to get ahead that I won’t
even admit to myself, much less to anyone else.
Biblical scripture always comes to mind whenever I find myself getting too preachy and
forget my own shortcomings: “…Judge not, lest ye be judged….” (Matthew 7:1)
I predict one day all this stuff is going to come back ‘round and bite these women on the
derriere. Men will be too terrified to even ask a lady for a date for fear of saying or doing
something wrong. Result? – romantic bankruptcy all around!... I “see” millions of North
American women sitting alone at home on Saturday night, twiddling their thumbs and
wondering, “Could it be something I said?”
In my experiences with women, “No” didn’t always mean “No.” Quite often it meant
“Maybe.” And if a man is a real man, he’s not likely to ask every woman he dates if its “Okay to
kiss you?” That is, if he is a man and not a milksop.
‘Nuff said.
***
While Britain’s Brexit succeeds – the Euro fails! Nearer and nearer comes the cashless society;
credit numbers tattooed on the foreheads and hands of all Earthlings. (“…and he who has not
the ‘Mark of the beast’ in his hand or head, shall perish.”)
(Christian Bible: Revelation 14:9-12)
***
Establishment of euthanasia centers flourish as the mass of infirm humanity becomes
overwhelming! (See movies Logan’s Run and Soylent Green.)

***
In two-o-two-four (2024), Mother Church shall be no more! Rome’s home, this Pope to flee! –
and all that’s left shall be the sea! (But not the See.)
***
In my Mind’s Eye, I see a wall of flame surrounding the British Royal family…. And the killer
asteroid flies by!
***
Worst storm of the 21st century (thus far) sweeps across the Great Lakes, parts of the U.S., and
Southern Canada with little or no warning.
***
Giant comet-like object streaks through the heavens – bright enough to be seen even during
daylight hours! Will cause death and damage!
***
Parts of coastal British Columbia swamped by great tsunamis caused by underwater
earthquakes (or waterquakes!).
***
Two simultaneous volcanic eruptions, on the American East Coast and in Middle Europe. (Key
word here is “simultaneous.”) This signals a New Age.
***
Australia and New Zealand become the catalyst for World War III!
***
A “miracle” manifests before all the world, bringing hostilities to an abrupt halt.
***

Former U.S.S.R. countries come together under a powerful leader and once again threaten
world peace. But only temporarily. Beware China!
***
Women admitted to the Catholic priesthood and (straight) priests allowed to marry women.
(Or the church is doomed!)
***
More and more people opt to live with pets rather than people. Less muss, fuss, and drama!
Marriage, obsolete.
***
The billion-dollar bottled water industry crumbles when “they” discover their H2O comes from
the tap – and worse places!
***
Corpses old, corpses new, resurrected from that which was you! From below DNA level, to the
immaterial Life-Force Itself – beyond space and time!
***
A new understanding of psychic Energy – its control and use – will be taught worldwide in
universities as part of their physics programs: just like heat, light, electricity – and now
psychism.
***
A complete roll-reversal: men become women, women become men – which is to say, since
physical sex will no longer be necessary – or desirable – males become effete as women
become powerful, both at home and at the office. Or, as is often stated: “Women pretend to
be what men really are.”
***
Do you remember those guys who always walked around carrying “END OF THE WORLD!”
signs? Well, their gonna come out of hiding on November 22, 2022 with new ones: “END OF
‘END OF THE WORLD’ SIGNS!”

***
Incidentally, the only prediction H.G. Wells wrote about that hasn’t yet come true is “The War
of the Worlds!” But it’s coming, and so are they! …Those Star-traveling Gods Who created us in
the first place!
(Amen)
***
An inspiration, like a lightning bolt, flashes through our Electrical neurological
systems which can be likened to a storage battery, but it does not originate in
us! It exists exogenously; that is to say, outside the organism and throughout
the entire Universe. It is the synapses (Electrical activity from one brain cell to
another) that simultaneously floods our Electrical pathways and triggers
neurons, which in turn allow receptors in the brain to “receive” occasional
flashes of genius. Yet, we ignorantly – and arrogantly – take credit for ideas
which “strike us out of the blue” as though we ourselves willed them. At the
moment the corporeal brain and body die, I aver that the Energy Which did
serve them continues on, but also contains in that one small Divine spark every
single, departed loved one’s image, voice, sound, life’s experiences and collective
knowledge that they – and we – have gained over a lifetime; much like a
computer chip, and probably explains the phenomenon of child prodigies, for
those who may embrace reincarnation. (Think memory banks – visually and
audibly – of your computer.) As that Precious Point of Light retreats from the
inert body, it reverts to its Original Form as It makes Its way back to the
Cosmos… back Home….

ANTHONY’S RECENTLY FULFILLED PREDICTIONS FROM HIS “100
PREDICTIONS FOR 100 YEARS” (PUBLISHED IN 2003)
SECRETS HIDDEN IN THE PYRAMIDS!
“The coming year sees the great Pyramid and Sphinx give up their secrets to reveal our
connection with our creators, the Star-Travelers. Our origins finally revealed!”
“Life’s eternal secret discovered in the hidden sepulchers of the great Pyramid and Sphinx.
This, of course, begs the question, what is ‘the secret of life’ doing in the house of the dead?
I believe Papyrus documents unearthed beneath Egypt’s Great Sphinx are Extraterrestrial in
nature and possess enough information to obliterate practically every scourge known to Man
and all religions, as we 'think' we know them!” (Prophesied in STARGAZER 2012; to
wit: “Scientists discover mysterious 'void' in Great Pyramid of Giza!” November 3, 2017, CNN.)
***
“An incredible world event sparks an enormous exodus towards the Yukon, Northwest
Territories – and beyond! Peoples of every nation will emigrate to these parts.” (Prophesied
in STARGAZER 2017; to wit: “Thousands upon thousands of immigrant ‘Americans’ flocking
North to Canada, in an attempt to escape Trumpland, USA.”)
***
“The world is stunned by an unexpected candidate for the Presidency of the United States who
will make former British Prime Minister ‘Iron Lady’ Margaret Thatcher look like a pantywaist.”
(Prophesied in STARGAZER 2014; to wit: “Trump’s unexpected win as U.S. President!” Nov 8,
2016.)
***
“DOUG FORD will be the next Toronto Mayor… as long as he stays away from the word ‘Libary.’
(…This I predicted to radio station CFRB 10-10’s talk-show host TED WOLOSHYN just days
before Doug Ford suddenly announced his candidacy.)
...Okay, so I was slightly off-centre. So he's not the next mayor; even better, he's
the new leader of the PCs and soon he'll be premier of Ontario and then perhaps even Prime
Minister of this great country – Canada!” (*To wit: "Doug Ford wins Ontario PC leadership after
chaotic party race", March 10, 2018, Toronto Star.)
***
“Unfortunately, the death of George H. W. Bush, Sr.” (STARGAZER 2016; to wit: George Bush
Sr. died on November 30, 2018.)

***
“Boy, if southern California thinks it has problems now with all those fires, just wait until they
see what that heat does to underlying tectonic plates which La-La-Land rests upon. The ensuing
hot cracks and fissures will suddenly fill with cold water – causing the top layer of Los Angeles
to slip into the depths – and oblivion – like warm cheese sliding off a cracker!” (STARGAZER
2016; to wit: “Out of its own mouth, Southern California has condemned itself! A powerful
earthquake – like no other – opens the great crevasse to swallow the land of make-believe! A
canyon as broad and deep as the sea shall belch forth hellfire to devour the sinners who have
sinned the great sin!” – 2018 has seen the worst fires in California’s recent history, with much
more to come!)
***
“Revolutionary breakthrough in homecare-treatment technology! Treatment for everything
from brain-surgery to cancer to be performed by doctors through computers linked from
hospitals to patient’s homes! This will expedite treatment by providing immediate care which
otherwise would not be available. This technology the world will very soon know about!” (First
prophesied STARGAZER: Predictions and Prophesies for 2013; to wit: “More home care choice
means better treatment,” May 14, 2015, Toronto Sun.)
***
“Beware Russia! She will pull another double-cross. Let’s not forget their two-step philosophy:
two steps forward, one step back.” (First prophesied in STARGAZER: Predictions and Prophecies
for 1992; to wit: “Russia Invades Ukraine” August 28, 2014, Toronto Sun.)
***
“Androids will do jobs too dangerous or undesirable for people; making bomb squads, medical
procedures, army infantry divisions and garbage men, among other occupations, obsolete.”
(First prophesied in STARGAZER: Predictions and Prophecies for 2003; to wit: “Is Robotic
Prostate Surgery Better Than Traditional Surgery?” June 24, 2018, The Wall Street Journal.)

The Beautiful Story of Christmas (according to Anthony)
I have always believed that the star of Bethlehem was a UFO which led the three Magi to the
Christ child; that Mary was put into a deep sleep by the Archangel/Star-traveler Gabriel, who,
through some form of Extra-Terrestrial artificial insemination, impregnated her and – Voila! – a
superior Human Being, Who was and was not of this world, was conceived (the “virgin” birth);
and “the angel of the Lord” who “appeared to the shepherds keeping watch over their flocks
by night,” was most certainly an Extraterrestrial astronaut!
A theory: His resurrection could have been the result of the cloning of his DNA. His “ascension
into heaven,” perhaps to the Mother ship and head-Honcho Star-traveler, a sort of “Beam me
up, Scotty!”
Thus we have the beautiful story of Christmas:
“…And God (the good Star-traveler), sent the angel Gabriel (one of his astronauts) to the city of
Galilee, named Nazareth, to a virgin named Mary, who was betrothed to a man called Joseph;
and the angel appeared to her and said, ‘Hail, O favored one, the Lord is with thee! Do not be
afraid, Mary, for you have found favor with God.
“‘And behold, you will conceive in your womb and bear a son, and you shall call His name
Jesus. He will be great, and will be called the Son of the Most High; and the Lord God will give
to Him the throne of his father, David, and of his Kingdom there will be no end; and He will
reign over the house of Jacob forever.’
“And Mary said to the angel, ‘How shall this be, since I have no husband?’ And the angel said to
her, ‘The Holy Spirit will come upon thee (advanced technical form of impregnation?) and the
power of the Most High will overshadow you; therefore, the child to be born will be called
Holy, the Son of God.’ (Luke 1:26-35)
“And there were shepherds out in the field, keeping watch over their flocks by night. (Again)
and “the angel of the Lord appeared to them, and the glory (very bright lights) of the Lord
shone around them, and they were filled with fear.” (*Throughout the Bible, whenever “the
glory of the Lord” is mentioned, I believe this is meant to refer to a very bright light which,
centuries before the advent of electricity, certainly would have seemed like “glory light,” or a
glorious light, indeed.)
“And the angel said to them, ‘Be not afraid; for behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy
which shall be to all men; for to you is born this day in the city of David, a Savior, who is Christ
the Lord. And this will be a sign unto you; you will find the babe wrapped in swaddling clothes
and lying in a manger.’
“And suddenly there was with the angel, a multitude of the heavenly host” (many celestial
astronauts frolicking to and fro, wearing either oxygen tanks or levitating devices on their
backs, often depicted in Christian religion icons and paintings as wings), praising God and
saying, ‘Glory to God in the highest, and on Earth, peace and goodwill toward men, with whom
he is pleased!’... When the angels went away from them into heaven…” etc.. (Luke 2:8-15)

And then, of course, there were the three wise men who followed the star of Bethlehem,
probably a very bright UFO: “...And lo, the star which they had seen in the east went before
them (that is, led them), till it came to rest (or stop) over the place where the child was....”
The Old and New Testament are rife with stories about Star-travelers, e.g., when Moses
brought the people of Israel up to Mt. Sinai: “Thus the Lord spoke to Moses face to face, as a
man speaks to his friend.” (Exodus 33:11)
And as already mentioned earlier, Psalm 18 is strongly descriptive of a UFO (Unidentified Flying
Object).

